Abstract. In this paper, we study the behavior of the Kobayashi metric in the normal direction near a Levi-pseudoconvex boundary point of a smoothly bounded domain without assuming global pseudoconvexity. As a corollary, we obtain a characterization of pseudoconvexity by the rate of the growth of the Kobayashi metric in the normal direction.
I. Introduction and theorems
Let ficcC" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary near z0 e dil. Let U be a neighborhood of z0. Let r{z) be a local defining function of fí on U, i.e., CinU = {zeU | r(z)<0}
and riz) e &°°(U), Vr(z)\aanu s idriz)/dzx, driz)/dz2,... , driz)/dzn) ¿ 0.
Let A be the unit disc and let A,, = {yÇ ; Ç e A} . The Kobayashi metric of Q is defined by Faiz, X) = inf {1 ¡X \ 3f:A-+Yl is holomorphic and /(0) = z,/'(0) = AX,a>0}.
For z = (zi, z2, ... , z") 6 C", set z' = (zx, z2,... , z"_i). Let d(z) = dist(z, öQ) and let 7t(z) be the projection to the boundary for z near z0 such that diz) = \z-n(z)\. Let Nn(Z) be the inward normal direction at 7t(z). Denote HZ0 = jX e C" | (dr(zo),X) = J2 ]jy.(zo)Xi = o| » We call z0 edü, a Levi-pseudoconvex point if ',7=1 ' In [K] , Krantz has proven that if Í2 is a bounded domain with smooth boundary near z0, then there exists constant C > 0 such that Fa(z, Vr(n(z))) > ClVff™ for z e Q near z0.
In this note, we shall prove the following theorems.
Theorem A. Let Í2 ce C" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary near z0 e dYl. Suppose that there exist a > 3/4, C > 0, X e C" \ HZo, and {zk}h=x with zk -* zo nontangentially (i.e., zk stays in some cone A with vertex at zo and axis NZo) such that
Then zo is a Levi-pseudoconvex point.
Theorem B. Let QccC" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary near zo e dYl, and let A be a cone with vertex at zo and axis JVZo. Assume that zo is the origin. Suppose that the local defining function of Yl has the following form near z0 : r(z) = Rez"+^(|z'r + |zn|.|z|). Then there exist a neighborhood V of zo and a constant C > 0 such that
for z e A n fí n V and all X eCn . Furthermore, there exists Cx > 0 such that
for zeAnflnF and X e Cn with \X\ < K\X"\ (Cx may depend on the constant K).
As corollaries of Theorem A and Theorem B, we obtain Corollary 1. Lei QccC" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary near z0 e dYl, and let A be a cone with vertex at z0 and axis NZo. Then z0 is a Levi-pseudoconvex point if and only if there exist a neighborhood V of z0, a > 3/4, and C > 0 such that
for all z e A n fí n V.
Corollary 2. Let flccC2 be a bounded domain with smooth pseudoconvex boundary near zq e d£l and let A be a cone with vertex at zo and axis NZo. Then for each a e (0, 1), there exist a neighborhood V of z0 and a constant C > 0 such that
for all zeAnYinV and X eCn.
II. Proofs of the theorems
Some ideas in the proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B come from [K] . We will also need the following lemma, which can be proven directly from Lemma 2 in [R] . Lemma. Let Yl' be a subdomain of a bounded domain Q with dYl' n dYl D UndCl for some neighborhood U of z0edYl. Then there exist a neighborhood V cc U of zo and a constant C > 0 such that (2.1) Faiz,X)<CFQiz,X) for zeYl'nV and XeC.
We will use C to denote constants which may be different in different appearances. Proof of Theorem A. After a translation and a unitary transformation, we may assume that zo is the origin and dYl is locally defined by n (2.2) riz) = Re z" + £ üíjZíZj + cf (|z|3) .»;=i for z near zq .
Suppose that dYl is not Levi-pseudoconvex at z0. Then the matrix J2"
(d2rjzo)\ \dz¡dZj)x<i l<i,j<n-l has at least one negative eigenvalue . Therefore, after a unitary transformation in z' = {z\, Zi,... , zH-\) and a simple change of coordinate system, we may assume that n riz) = Rez" -\zx\2 + £ a,7z,z,-+ ¿f(|z|3) i,j=2
for z e U, where U is some neighborhood of zq . Shrinking U, we have
LeX A = {-Re z" > k\z\) ( 0 < k < 1 ) be the cone. By the Implicit Function Theorem,
By the homogeneity of the Kobayashi metric, we may assume that X = iXx,X2,... ,X"_i, 1). For z = iz', zn) = izx,z2,... Therefore, (2.12) X\Xn\ôl/m < Co and (2.13) X\Xn\ôxl2m < Ció + iX\X\)môxl2).
Now by (2.12), X\Xn\ < Côx~xlm . Thus (1.2) is valid. Furthermore, when |Ar| < K\Xn\, it follows from (2.13) that X\Xn\ < Côx~x/2m where C > 0 may depend on K. Therefore, (1.3) follows. D Proof of Corollary 1. The sufficiency comes directly from Theorem A. We now prove the necessity. Suppose that zo is a Levi-pseudoconvex point. After a change of coordinates, we may assume that zq is the origin and dYl is locally defined by n riz) = Re zn + £ a¡jZiZj + c?i\z\3) ',7=1 near z0.
Since the matrix (a¡j){<i ,<"_i is positive semidefinite, r(z)>Rez" + 2Re Ij^fl»;^^/) +ann\zn\2+ c?i\z\3) = Rez"+c?i\z'\i + \zn\'\z\).
Therefore, (1.4) is valid for a = 5/6 by Theorem B. D Proof of Corollary 2. When zo is of finite type, as in Property 2.1 in [M] , we can construct a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain Q' c Yl such that dYl' n dYl D dYl n U for some neighborhood U of zq . By the Lemma, there exist a neighborhood V of zo and a constant C > 0 such that Fa{z,X)>CFaiz,X) for z e V n Yl', X e C" . Applying Theorem 1 in [C] to fi', we then obtain that (1.5) is valid for a = 1.
When zo is of infinite type, then for each m e N, after a change of coordinates, the local defining function of Yl near z0 has the form riz) = Rez2 + cfi\zx\m + \z2\'\z\).
Thus, (1.5) follows from Theorem B. G Remark. The estimates in Theorem B are sharp. Suppose that Yl is a bounded domain such that ôQ is locally defined by r(z) = Rez2-|zi|2m near the origin. Then for Ps = {0,-3), X = iô-x+x'2m, 1), and Y = (0, 1), we have *(*•*) **I=W' F°^'r>*¿T=W License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
